Year 2 Willaston Weekly Distance Learning Week 9
Reading
Read, listen to and share a range of non-fiction books about the seashore, beaches, rock pools etc. Read to an adult, looking
to see how the books use labels and captions and find information using the contents page and index features. Can you find
examples of the different ways that these are used? Use https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/ for your books and any in your own
book collection. I have also uploaded two non-fiction reading comprehensions about crabs and lighthouses.

Literacy - The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch
Watch and listen to the full story here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1evkeM9O3RY. I have uploaded a shorter
version for you to learn. I want you to learn the story and put actions to it, just like we would at school. Perform the story
to an audience, if you want to, I have also uploaded some character masks. Look at the beginning of my story map for ideas,
then draw your own version, making sure you include time adverbials to show when the event happened. Highlight the time
adverbials in the written story to help you include them in your map and pick other colours to highlight all the adjectives and
adverbs. Once you have completed this, I would like you to try to complete the other descriptive writing activities based on
this story, they are uploaded in the writing activity pdf on the website. Think about all the work we have done on adjectives
and adverbs and try to use this skill to add lots of detail into your writing about settings and feelings. As always, I would love
to see your work so feel free to send it as an email to Willaston Enquires.

Numeracy Maths focus - Fractions
Watch these 4 online lessons to help recap on the work on fractions, which we started before the TT break https://
whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/, then click on Summer Term - Week 7. Once you have watched each online
lesson complete the Independent Fraction recap booklet, which supports each concept - this has been uploaded onto the
website. Continue to learn the x2, x5, x10 times tables and challenge yourself to learn x3 and x4. There are lots of
Numberjacks clips to help you learn the different times tables https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3yf3xgE8wMc
Topic and Science
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nmujo3eLKvc and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IK6566D4CM- Watch these
clips and then head for the coast and go beach combing. Locate all the different beach zones mentioned. Look carefully at
both living and non-living things and collect interesting and unusual objects. Explore the rock pools and carefully catch and
identify rock pool creatures, use the identification sheets to help you. Examine the surface of the sand for holes, worm
casts and foot prints. Collect sea water in a bottle and a range of washed-up seaweed and other finds to take back home for
further investigation. Make paper labels and name each of the items you found. Can you sort them into living and non living
things? If you took pictures, cut them out and label these. Draw and label a diagram of the different parts of the beach.

Our Topic this half term is called - Oh,
I do like to be beside the Seaside! We
will be looking at different coastal
features, which you may find at the
coast. These may include: stacks,
arches, coves, caves, cliffs, dunes and
islands. Can you explain what they are
and find examples of any of these on
the IoM? Include pictures, if you have
them. Where are they located and can
you find where they are on a map?
We will using new vocabulary such as
‘tide’ along with specialist vocabulary
such as flow (rising or high tide) and ebb
(falling or low tide) crustacean, harbour,
mollusc, algae, beachcomber,
exoskeleton, seascape, seashore,
seaweed, shingle, splash zone. Can you
produce a glossary explaining what all
these words mean?

Phonics - RWI

From 15th June the RWI channel is
adding ‘Read and Hold a Sentence 1’, this
is for children reading and writing with
Set 1 sounds confidently and learning
Set 2 sounds. The majority of Year 2 will
be working on ‘Read and Hold a Sentence
2’, which is for children reading and
writing words with Set 2 sounds
confidently. This is available here for a
period of 24 hours. https://
www.youtube.com/channel/
UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFCIg9GdxtQ

